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The early 1800’s were a time of rapid 
change! America was trying to expand 
and close its self to new colonization. 
Transportation greatly improved access 
to different regions, and industry 
transformed the North into a 
manufacturing center. The South still 
relied on slavery and agriculture.



Early Years of the U.S.
Bill of Rights added to the 
Constitution 

Financial Troubles the federal 
government inherited from the 
Continental Congress 

Treasurer Alexander Hamilton 
wanted to accept debts for the 
“States” outstanding debts 

Hamilton proposed a “National 
Bank” to manage the countries 
finances. 



National Bank
Treasurer : Hamilton wanted to establish a 
national bank 

Collect taxes, regulate trade, provide for 
common defense 

Many opposed to bank - Not one of the 
“Enumerated Powers” (specifically 
mentioned in the Constitution by number) 
of the Constitution 

Hamilton stated - It was in the “Implied 
Powers” of the Constitution - “Elastic 
Clause” - Necessary for the gov. to do its job 

 Hamilton won with the promise to move the 
nations capital to the District of Colombia



Washington Steps Down
After 2 terms - Pres. 
Washington Steps down 

Warns of political parties & 
Party politics 

Issues between the Federalists & 
Democratic Republican parties 
had been brewing 

Followed by  John Adams 

Federalists acted and issued:



Alien & Sedition Acts 
Whiskey Rebellion
Federalists had control in congress 
and passed the Alien & Sedition Act 
& a whiskey Tax 

People rebelled against the 
tax(Whiskey Rebellion) - Pres. 
Washington had to send troops to put 
down the rebellion 

 Aliens often voted Republican  

 Federalists not happy/ made laws to 
make it harder to become a citizen 

Sedition - made it illegal to criticize 
the gov



Alien and Sedition Act of 
1798

1. Naturalization Act, passed by Congress on June 18. This act 
required that aliens be residents for 14 years instead of 5 years before 
they became eligible for U.S. citizenship. 

2. Congress then passed the Alien Act on June 25, authorizing the 
President to deport aliens "dangerous to the peace and safety of the 
United States" during peacetime. 

3. The Alien Enemies Act, was enacted by Congress on July 6. This 
act allowed the wartime arrest, imprisonment and deportation of 
any alien subject to an enemy power. 

4. The last of the laws, the Sedition Act, passed on July 14 declared 
that any treasonable activity, including the publication of "any false, 
scandalous and malicious writing," was a high misdemeanor, 
punishable by fine and imprisonment. By virtue of this legislation 
twenty-five men, most of them editors of Republican newspapers, 
were arrested and their newspapers forced to shut down.



Election of 1800
People could not overcome the “Alien 
& Sedition” act and Whiskey tax so 
John Adams was out.... 

Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr 
tied votes 

President = most votes / VP runner 
up in votes 

House decided on Jefferson for 
Pres / Burr = VP 

12th Amendment = separate 
ballots for Pres/Vp



Jefferson in Office
Worked hard to advance and 
expand the country while also 
creating a limited govt. 

paying off federal debt, cut govt 
spending, ended whiskey tax, 
trimmed armed forces 

S.C. Justice John Marshall 
Established “Judicial Review” w/ 
Marbury v. Madison S.C. Case



Pres. Jefferson & Expansion
The country increased 
considerably 

Louisiana Purchase 1803 

Bought from Napoleon 

$11.25Million  

Doubled size of US 

$161,380,080.00 
Today!



Spain unable to control border 
between Florida & U.S. 

Pres. Adams pressured Spain to 
leave 

Spain gave Florida to U.S 

Adams-Onis Treaty 1819 

Spain had other things to worry 
about = South America

U.S. Expansion 



Nationalism & the 
Monroe Doctrine

U.S. concerned about future 
colonization (Russia) 

Decided to close Borders 

Monroe Doctrine issued Dec. 
1823 

American Continents 
Closed to Colonization



American Industrial 
Revolution



Industry
New inventions 
transformed society and 
the economy 

Water-mill 

Factories producing shoes, 
lumber, wagons, clothes 

Mass produce products at 
cheap prices



Growing country needed better 
transportation routes 

govt funded one east to west 
highway called the “National 
Road” aka: Main Street USA 

Spurred “Market Revolution”

Transportation



Transportation

Rivers offered a cheaper way to 
move people and products 

boats usually only travel down 
stream with cargo (Current / 
Wind) 

Steam Engine invented by Robert 
Fulton changed life



Transportation cont...

Trains came along and 
basically settled the west & 
expanded trade 

Initially pulled by Horse 

Peter Cooper - Tom Thumb 
Engine



Industry cont...
Samuel Morse 
developed the 
telegraph 

developed Morse code 

by 1860 more than 
50,000 miles of wire 

able to communicate 
with most of the 
country



"What hath God Wrought?" 
by Morse in Washington to Alfred Vail at the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (B&O) 
"outer depot" 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltimore_and_Ohio_Railroad


Urban Growth
People moved from farms to 
cities for work & better life 

1815 - 1860 over 5 million 
people came to the U.S. for 
work 

Many people didn't like all the 
new foreigners - led feelings 
of Nativism = preference for 
native born people 

Societies sprang up trying to 
limit immigrants religion & 
political power = Know 
Nothings!



Labor Unions
Harsh working conditions: 

Many women and children 
worked for lower wages 

12 hr day / 6 day work 
week 

Unions Fought for better 
pay & Benefits 

work less hours 

better working conditions



South
Farming was the countries 
leading economic source 

Cotton accounted for 2/3 
of all U.S. export trade 

Ely Whitney - Cotton gin 
(engine) 

Cotton gin helped mass 
produce



Slaves in the South

Farming needed additional 
workers 

from 1820 - 1850 slaves went 
from 1.7 mil to 3.2 mil. 

 40% of southern population = 
slaves 

200,000 Af.Am free in north



Questions???


